
How Lash Extensions will Change your Life…. 

So, you’re tired of putting on makeup every day. Having clumpy lashes from applying what feels like 
pounds of mascara? STILL not having longer lashes after spending money on top-rated mascaras? 
Welcome to 2018, where lash extensions are the answer to all your problems (maybe not ALL your 
problems, but long lashes will make your other problems seem irrelevant).   

Sound too good to be true? Here’s a few reasons why 
lash extensions are the best thing since the return of 
pumpkin-spiced lattes… 

1. Your everyday makeup routine is cut in HALF! 

Speaking from my own experience, my makeup 
routine was cut in half after getting lash 
extensions. Extensions completely remove the 
need for mascara, eyelash curling and makeup 
altogether.  Not only do lash extensions give you 
the appearance of fuller and darker lashes, they 
also draw attention away from dark eye circles, making you look more awake! No worries about 
your mascara smudging after a long, humid happy hour either: you’ll still look like you haven’t 
even left the pregame when its time to head to the city. 

 

2. There are many styles to choose from. 

When you head in for your first full set, your lash tech will consult with you about how you 
would like your lashes to look.  Whether you want a very natural look, super dramatic or even a 
mix of both: you are covered! A Classic set will give a very natural set of lashes, while a Volume 
set is very full and dramatic. Plenty of girls love the natural look, but sometimes want a bit of 
drama in their life as well… Welcome to the Hybrid set, a perfect mix of both Classic and Volume 
lashes. 

3. You can now throw away your mascara. 

Honestly, the best thing about lash extensions is that you never 
have to touch a tube of mascara again.  Say goodbye to clumpy, 
flaky lashes and hello to long, fluffy, flawless lashes! Your 
makeup removal process after a long night out is also cut in half, 
gone are the days of rubbing your eyes with a harsh makeup wipe 
trying to remove the mascara you applied earlier. Eliminating the 

need to remove eye makeup also reduces fine lines and wrinkles around the eyes, since the skin 
surrounding your eyes is very delicate and easily damaged.  

Basically, get ready for a HUGE glow up! 


